Geological Map, Topographical Map and Vertical
Cross-Section of the Mine

Chapter 05

Let’s take a look at topographical and geological maps of the mine.
The following adits are well-known, but there are many unnamed portals and
unmarked vertical holes in this vicinity. As such, it is dangerous to walk around this
area carelessly.
The stibnite is located in several veins that penetrate the crystalline schist and the
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Geological map of Ichinokawa area (approx.). Original map found in
Geological Maps of the Saijo-Niihama Area (Saijou Niihama Fukin no
Chishitsuzu), ed. Toyo Geological Society (Touyo Chishitsu Gakkai).

The horizontal vein
is on the northern side of
the river and is made up of
three branches: Tenjo-hi,

Naka-hi, and Sui-hi. The vertical Senga-hi continues from the southern end of the
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horizontal vein.
Yazo Yano, who worked in the mine for many years, claimed to be able to
determine the origin of stibnite crystals just by looking at them.
According to Yano, the crystals produced from vertical veins were beautiful,
and the ones from horizontal veins were hard. Crystals from the Tsuru-hi vein
contained mica impurities; Kame-hi crystals contained quartz. Yano’s experience
and knowledge are praiseworthy.
Continuing from the above-mentioned deposits, Tokorogo, Ohira, Nuta,
Keyakidani, Imamura, Senga, Taisei and others are on the southern side of the river.
On the northern side are Noboritate, Asahi, Kanamizu, Oo-jiki, Unagi and others.
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Topographical map of Ichinokawa area showing major adit entrances (approx.). Source unknown.
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The main adits descend in order from No. 1 to No. 6 from high in the
mountains down to the southern side of the river. The No. 4 adit is on the same
level as the Senga portal, and the No. 6 adit, the lowest, is at the Taisei level.
Each adit is connected by vertical cross-shafts. On rainy days, miners would enter
through the Senga portal, pass through Nuta by ladder, and then walk along rails to
Tokorogo.
Vertical Cross-Section of the Mine

Cross-Section of Vertical Veins and Mine Interior. Original diagram found in Summary of Geological
Features No. 1 (Chishitsu Youhou No. 1). Author Takuji Ogawa (instructor for Ministry of Agriculture and
Commerce). Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce Geological Survey Office. March 1899.

Each of the adits on the northern side—Unagi, Oo-jiki, Kanamizu, and
Asahi—are connected, and it was possible to walk from the Asahi adit portal down
a 30 degree slope to Oo-jiki and Unagi. The aforementioned 90 cm-long cylindrical
stibnite crystal specimen was reportedly mined at the junction of these three adits,
known as sankaku-gumi (triangle point).
These adits were developed from high to low in succession to allow for water
drainage and so that spoil from the adits could be dumped at lower levels.
As you can see from the ground map, the deposits excavated in this area
form a crisscrossing pattern underground.
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Chapter 06

Operations During the Edo Period

It seems that the yield rate after the mine was opened was poor due to
diﬃculties with smelting. The smelting method used in the early days of the mine is
not clear, but it appears that the stibnite ore was heated and exposed to air to form
oxidized antimony, to which charcoal was added. The mixture was reheated at a
high temperature, deoxidizing into antimony. Records conﬁrm that large quantities
of charcoal, ash, and ﬁrewood were used. The yield rate was about 600 kg (1,000
kin) per month during the period from 1716-1735.
In 1737, Osakaya Genpachiro, who co-managed the mine with Kyubei
Sogabe, complained in a letter about the poor quality of antimony smelted at
Ichinokawa, which he claimed contained impurities and could not be sold in
Osaka. He said that the antimony would be purchased in its crude form and
smelted by his ﬁrm in Osaka. At the time, the smelting technique determined the
quality of the ﬁnal product and probably resulted in this business decision.
During this period the price of antimony fluctuated considerably, and in
1797 the price plummeted to 120 momme silver pieces for 60 kg (100 kin),
resulting in substantial losses for the mine. Rokurozaemon Sogabe was forced to sell
farmland to cover the loss. The price of antimony had crashed in 1769 during the
time of Rokurozaemon’s predecessor Zenemon, causing a slump and halting mining
operations. At this time, Rokurozaemon also compensated the miners’ families for
their loss of income.
However, in 1827, Rikunosuke Sogabe sold antimony at the high price of 17
ryo gold pieces for 60 kg (100 kin) to Miemon Futagawa and Shozo Kato of Iwami
(present day Shimane Prefecture), forming a joint management partnership.
In 1841, management of the mine was assumed by Komatsu Domain, and
during the 15 years from 1842 to 1856 the mine produced 15.67 tons (4,180.8
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kan) of crude stibnite annually, reﬁning 1.7 tons (455.2 kan) of antimony (antimony
sulﬁde) for a yield rate of approximately 11 percent.
What about the people who worked at the mine during this period?
According to an order given by Komatsu Domain in 1841, miners were given a
monthly stipend of 15 kg in rice, 1.8 liters of oil, free use of public baths, as well
as expenses. Life for the miners was undoubtedly simple. While they could likely
support themselves with this stipend, we cannot say that they had easy lives, though
the details of the workers’ lives are unclear.
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Chapter 07

The Meiji Restoration and the Mine

The mine was under direct management of Komatsu Domain at the end of
the Edo period, and when the new Meiji government abolished the domain system
and established prefectures in 1871, ownership passed from Komatsu Domain to
the new Ishizuchi Prefecture. Management was entrusted to the Sogabe family, who
had overseen the mine since its discovery. In 1873, the Sogabe family successfully
petitioned the prefecture to restore ownership to them, and in 1874 the Sogabe
family reassumed ownership. The mine became a cooperative managed by several
parties.
However, in 1884 the prefecture once again assumed direct control of
Ichinokawa Mine.
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Chapter 08

Disputes over the Mine in the Early Meiji Period

In August 1874, Rikunosuke and Kanesuke Sogabe operated the mine jointly
with Kihachiro Hotta and Kumasuke Kawabata. The managers submitted a petition
to the government for the joint-lease to the mine land. The amount requested was
305,130.21 m2 (92,463.7 tsubo), and permission was granted.
However, the following year officials from the Ministry of Industry led by
Keijiro Nagano came to inspect the site. They determined that such a large amount
of land rights was unnecessary for the scale of the Ichinokawa Mine, especially
compared to nearby Besshi Copper Mine, which had the rights to little over half
the amount of land despite the larger scale of its operations. The ministry ordered
the managers to focus their eﬀorts on rich ore deposits and reduced the grant to
16,698 m2 (5,060 tsubo).
Ichinokawa stibnite crystals were exhibited at the Kyoto Exhibition (1871)
and the Paris World’s Fair (1878), where they were awarded silver medals. As a
result, the crystals gained renown and received export orders. Ichinokawa antimony
became well-known around the world for its unrivaled quality.
As Ichinokawa grew in renown, from 1879 individuals began to submit
claims to the government to prospect or lease the surrounding land. Some of these
claims were fraudulent, and there were instances of attempted claim-jumping by
prospectors. These disputes lasted for 4-5 years and grew so infamous that they
were at one point listed by a newspaper as one of the three major social problems
facing Japan.
The Ministry of Industry dispatched Teruomi Ezoe in 1881 and Tanomo
Niwa in 1884 to investigate, and in 1884 the ministry ultimately decided to
seize all claims and transfer direct control of the mine to the prefecture with the
experienced Denzaburo Fujita of Osaka as manager.
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The prospectors were in disarray by this turn of events and launched a ﬁerce
campaign to reclaim the mine. Senichi Shirane, the capable governor of Ehime
Prefecture, was ordered by the ministry to make a thorough investigation of the
dispute. In September 1889 he returned the lease rights to a group of over 50
former stakeholders and other related parties, thus ending the disputes over the
mine.
The torii gate, komainu (stone guardian dogs) and stone lanterns that remain
at Shiromeyama Shrine were made between 1878 and 1885, a prosperous time
for the mine. These objects are engraved with names such as Sokichi Tokunaga,
Ikuta Saito, the Kawabata miners, and the Imamura mine workers. During this
prosperous period, each deposit was operated by a diﬀerent person or group and
mined independently.
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Chapter 09

The Prime Years: Wars and the Mine

It is unclear during what years the mine was most prosperous in the Edo
period, but the picture is clearer from the Meiji period onward. The boom years of
the mine of the modern era were the several years after 1893 and 1916-17. It also
seems that mine operations were expanded for several years starting in 1906. These
periods each coincide with wars: the Sino-Japanese War (1894-95), the RussoJapanese War (1905-06) and World War I (1914-18). For this reason, Ichinokawa
is called a “wartime mine”.
Let’s look at the reasons why the mine prospered during wartime.
According to a 1917 report titled “The Present and the Future” published by
the Ichinokawa Mine Co. Ltd., “During the ﬁrst 3-4 years of the War in Europe,
the export amount of antimony from Japan to the warring nations and the United
States exceeded 20,000 tons. The value of this amount was over 20 million yen.
The antimony was mainly used in the production of artillery shells.”
Kazushige Toda, who worked for the Kure Naval Arsenal Munitions
Department Artillery Division during the war, explained the role of antimony in
artillery shell production. A ring of metal approximately 3 mm in diameter larger
than the shell itself is wrapped around the base of the shell. This ring prevents the
escape of exploded gases and adds spin to the shell as it passes through the barrel
of the cannon, increasing accuracy. These rings were made with an antimony alloy.
During transport of shells, utmost care was needed to prevent damage to this part.
In addition to artillery shells, antimony was used in the production of bullets.
Its cooling properties also led to its use in gun barrels.
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Chapter 10

The Golden Age of the Meiji Era

In 1880, Sokichi Tokunaga of the mine donated a torii gate to Shiromeyama
Shrine. Sokichi was a bold and talented manager about whom many stories remain,
including tales of spending lavishly on geishas in Konpira (Kagawa Prefecture),
scattering money on the ground for geishas to gather, and donating 1,000 yen, a
vast sum at the time. Another story tells of a sales trip to Osaka. At the oﬃce of a
buyer, Sokichi tapped the silver brazier (hibachi) on the rim with the head of his
khsier tobacco pipe. The clerk was shocked and rebuked Sokichi, who laughed and
replied “Silver is cheap.” The astonished clerk took Sokichi to be a wealthy man,
and negotiations proceeded quickly in Sokichi’s favor.
Sokichi Tokunaga must have earned a fortune from the mine. He passed
away in 1892.
“Shirome sengen” (the many houses of Ichinokawa) is an expression once
used by the people of Ichinokawa. Apprentices Ichitaro Bunno, age 13 in 1880,
and Yazo Yano, six years his junior, recall that there were at least 1,000 workers
at the mine during this period. An area known as Oyamagami after the shrine
to the mountain god (oyamagami-san) was home to two-story tenement houses
approximately 18 meters long extending in steps up the slope. Many establishments
including ﬁsh markets, restaurants, bathhouses, and theaters could be found in this
settlement, and both geisha and policemen were present. Many people would hike
up in the early morning from the town of Saijo by the light of lanterns, carrying
pack lunches and searching for antimony ore in groups. It is said to have been quite
a sight. The area called Geiko Valley at the time was home to geisha, and shamisen
playing could be heard day and night.
The liveliest time was the festival at the mountain god shrine held on May 9
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every year. Flags were displayed from the shrine to down around Shiromeyama
Shrine and a mikoshi portable shrine was paraded around the settlement to the
thump-thump-thump of taiko drums.
The two great smokestacks of the refinery built at the mouth of the
Honjingawa River during this period were markers of Saijo’s port. According to
Yano, when he and the others would go down to the port to gather cockles, the
refinery workers would say “If you’re miners from Shirome (Ichinokawa), come
inside and warm yourselves before heading home.” Yano saw brick-like objects that
were likely either reﬁned minerals or ingots. In 1962 or ’63, a farmer named Toda
unearthed a clump of metal in his ﬁeld east of the Jizo statue in Ichinokawa. The
surface was dusty black with a brilliant silver-gray interior like smashed stibnite
crystals. He took it to the local history museum, which could not determine what it
was. Yano told him that it was probably smelted antimony. It was likely an ingot.
Prior to the completion of the Hachido wagon road around 1892, the
path to the port from the settlements of Ichinokawa was a narrow road along the
south side of the river through Tsugoe, over a pass and down through the Kanbe
neighborhood. Materials were carried on horseback.
While it is unclear when the refinery at Doba was built, it was at least
before 1906. The refinery had three great brick chimneys and during its peak
years was staffed by workers day and night. 60-70 houses were constructed in
the surrounding neighborhood, forming Saijo’s industrial area. This refinery was
referenced in a poem by Shindo Jikyo, a priest at Fudaraku-ji Temple in Teizui
who was known as the “Ryokan of Iyo.” (Ryokan was a Zen priest of the late Edo
period.) The poem is called “A Verse on the Doba Reﬁnery.”
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Fukitsukuru kane ha shirome to kikumono wo
kuroki ha nanino kefuri naruramu
“Though I hear the metal reﬁned is shirome (antimony)
What does the black smoke portend?”

Refinery at the mouth of the Honjingawa River (year unknown). Ichinokawa Community Center archives.
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